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Andavi Modular Wall System
Design: Annie Lee and David Rush

Andavi is a matrix wall of modular storage components that 
defines spaces for open plan and private areas. It discretely uses 
an adjustable post and cabinet format to control the relative 
degree of privacy or openness desired while offering ergonomic, 
acoustical, power/data, and materiality benefits. It serves office 
design, storage, space divider, collaborative exchange and 
backdrop, all within a population of interchangeable components.
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Andavi Modular for conference, private 
office, open plan—the total workplace. 
Available in two heights
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Exquisite materials and utlimate flexibility.
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Fixed height or adjustable runoff desks.
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Single or bi-directional storage modules
are vertically located per your specification, 
based on the amount of privacy or openness 
desired. The post system allows for 
adjustment and leveling.



Andavi offers a broad working solution. It provides task areas, versatile 
storage elements, power solutions, lighting as desired, acoustical value 
with soft materials for certain zones, and collaboration possibilities with 
a technology capability, all while acting as a “wall” or “visual divider” of a 
space without building walls.

The versatility of Andavi provides the usefulness in interior layout. From 
sound masking, to storage, to lighting, and to technology integration, the 
options specified give the system its functionality. You will enhance the 
workplace environment with simplicity and consistency.
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Today’s workplace design struggles with the balance between 
open plan and private spaces. While open layout is desired for 
reasons such as sharing lights, promoting collaboration, and 
flexible growth within the given space, it also adds to rising 
concerns about noise control, power storage and ability to 
focus at work. Andavi addresses these concerns by providing 
versatile and modular storage solutions that double as space 
dividers. It integrates power solutions, lighting solutions, 
acoustical values with soft materials for certain zones, and 
collaboration possibilities with technology capability.


